TACTICS

Which step
are you at?
By KHAMI CHEGE

W

hen they send a rocket to the moon, they know the
rocket will eventually get a little off course. This
means that the first set of guidance systems will
not be enough for the whole trip. There will be a need
for a mid-course correction. You and I are no different. From time to time we, too, must do our own
mid-course correction. It is mid-year- that time of
the year when organisations review their half
year results and adjust their strategy. On a
personal front, June is a good month to
review how we are performing against
annual goals. It gives you the opportunity to do some mid-course
correction in case you are off
the mark. It does not make
a lot of sense to wait until
the end of the year only
to realise that you are
off the target. You do
not also have to wait
for crisis to strike or
the
eleventh hour to start acting.
Achieving your goals, like a
journey, does not always go as planned.
opportunity to start something new, to
With many things to do in all fronts of
rejuvenate or to revamp our lives. What
your life, it is easy to get off track and
we don’t realise is that as we avoid pain,
even lose your way if you are not keen.
something dies in us. We fall back to
This is because many things come up
what is familiar to us. It is said that the
causing you to drift from the core island of familiarity belongs to the dead.
sues. It is by making constant reviews
Doing what we do well kills something
that you will catch this drift before it
in us. We start lacking in adventure and
deviates too far or totally loose track.
fear the thrill of a new challenge. We
fall back to our old selves and our old
Causes of drift
schedule. We go back to what is normal
Many times we start the year charged,
and comfortable to us.
exuding new enthusiasm and greater
Dr. Stephen Covey in his book The
determination on meeting our goals.
7 Habits of Highly Effective People
But as we start on the new things that
refers to envisioning, which is “beginwe have lined up, we suffer the blow
ning with the end in mind.” If you do
of fear and anxiety. Fear of venturing
not endevour to visualize who you are
into new horizons. We start procrastiand what you want in life, then you emnating in a bid to keep off pain if not
power other people and circumstances
avoiding it. As days go by, we miss the
to shape you and your life by default.

How many times do you sacrifice your
goals to undertake other tasks assigned
to you by other people both work related or social in nature?
Lacking a clear strategy on your goal
achievement can be a major hurdle.
Many of us set out goals and just start.
We don’t sit to strategize how exactly
we can get there and how we shall overcome the challenges that we are likely to
face. When the challenges come, we suffer a huge blow and quit since we did
not anticipate them leave alone chart a
game plan on how to overcome them.
If you don’t develop an action plan
for your goals you are likely to drift.
The goal can appear huge in your mind
and even overwhelm you if you do not
break it down into small actionable
steps that you can undertake every day.
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TACTICS
If you choose to write a book as a goal
then you must have a step by step approach. Such might include developing
a title for it, creating an outline, writing
a page everyday etcetera.
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Come back power
On realizing that you are falling behind,
all you need is to realize that you can
pick yourself up and continue from
where you left or drifted from. You
have ‘come back’ power. You can get
up and move on. I recently watched a
clip on Heather Dorniden, an athlete,
during the 2008 Big 10 Championships
600M. During the race, she happens to
fall down and all the other competing
athletes rush and leave her far behind.
Despite the big blow, she quickly gets
up and continues to run and towards
the finishing point. She pushes through
to win the championship almost miraculously.
A couple of lessons here: Heather
could have given
up after9:38
falling
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It is said that the
land of familiarity
belongs to the dead.
Doing what we do well
kills something in us.
We start lacking in
adventure and fear the
thrill of a new challenge.
We fall back to our
old selves and our old
schedule. We go back
to what is normal and
comfortable to us.”

probably tell herself, ‘I will not make
it’ or ‘it is of no use’ or ‘I have already
lost it’. But instead, she quickly gets up
after the fall because she had a target of
winning the race. Secondly, it is never
over until it is over. Just because it is
mid-year and you are behind on your
goals does not mean you give up. You
have six more months to give it a shot.

Thirdly, life gives it up to all those who
refuse to be denied. Looking at Heather
pick herself up after the fall and the
great determination and focus that she
exudes, it is clear to all and sundry that
loosing was never an option for her.
Lastly, just when the other athletes
are bracing themselves for a sure win,
Heather storms past them to win the
race by a few milliseconds. On comparison, your colleagues, friends and
relatives could seem as if they are ahead
on their goals and even talk in a manner
to suggest that they have arrived. But
you might just surprise them and even
yourself as by adjusting your compass or taking a mid-course correction
whereby you can claim your victory on
your goals. If your review indicates that
you are falling behind, renew your commitment to stay on your goals until they
are achieved.
Email: khamichege@gmail.com

FINANCIAL AND PROPERTY CONSULTANTS LTD
ARBOR HOUSE, GROUND FLOOR
ARBORETUM DRIVE
MOBILES: 0722 524383, 0738 976255
EMAIL: md@fapcl.com

WHAT WE OFFER

FAPCL

Celebrating 5 Years
2010 - 2014

FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS

BUSINESS FINANCIAL ADVISOR
PREPARING BUSINESS STRATEGIC PLANS
WRITING BUSINESS PROPOSALS & CASH FLOWS
FACILITATING FUNDING FOR BUSINESS
ARRANGING PROJECT FINANCING
ARRANGING MORTGAGE FOR HOME BUYERS
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Founder and CEO Martin Dias

PROPERTY SALES
PROPERTY LETTING
PROPERTY JOINT VENTURE
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
PROPERTY INTERIOR DESIGN & OFFICE FIT OUT

Creating wealth for you - find out more about us - www.fapcl.com
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